
 

 

 

 

 

Year 4 Curriculum Information 

September 2020 

 
In this document, you will find curriculum information for your child’s 

current year group. It includes information about reading, writing, Maths 

and a PSHCE unit the children will be taught this year.  We hope you 

find it useful. This is in place of the curriculum information evenings we 

would normal hold in September.  

If you have any questions or would like a copy of any of the documents, 

please get in touch with your child’s class teachers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Maths in Year 4: 

Maths will be taught on Monday and Tuesday mornings, with an 

arithmetic session on a Wednesday morning. We follow the White Rose 

Maths schemes of work and these have been updated this year to 

ensure that any gaps in learning from the previous year have been 

covered. 

We teach Maths following the Mastery approach, based on children 

developing their fluency, being able to apply this to problem solving 

questions and then showing their reasoning or mathematical thinking 

about how they solved it. All lessons will give children the opportunity to 

develop all three aspects of Maths mastery. 

Below is an overview of the topics we will be covering through the year: 

 

Maths homework will be set on a Tuesday afternoon and will be 

uploaded to Google Classroom. It will initially all be focused on 

arithmetic. Homework should be completed by the following Monday. 

In Year 4, the children will be developing their skills in using all four 

operations fluently. Please see the information below on how we will be 

teaching the children. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Addition: 

By the end of Year 4, children need to be able to: 

  Estimate answers. 

 Have a secure understanding of place value up to 1000. 

 Understand subtraction as the inverse of addition. 

 Read and write numbers in words and digits up to 1000. 

 Add multiples of ten together. 

 Solve two step problems (including missing number problems) involving addition 
 
Key Vocabulary: 
Add, more, and, make, altogether, total, equals, 
plus, sum, addition, partition, increase, exchange.  
 
 

 

 

Progression 
1. Add two 2-digit numbers with exchange e.g. 47 + 38  
2. Add two 2-digit numbers with a sum greater than 100 
 

 

 

 

 



Subtraction: 

By the end of Year 4, children need to be able to: 

 Have a secure understanding of place value up to 1000. 

 Estimate answers 

 Understand subtraction as the inverse of addition 

 Read and write numbers in words and numerals up to 1000. 

 Solve two step problems involving subtraction. 

 Subtract multiples of 10 from one another. 

Key Vocabulary: 

Take, take away, less, fewer, how many left, equals, partition, difference, count back, 
count on, less than, subtract, minus, exchange, decrease, tens, ones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Multiplication: 

Children need to be able to: 

 Partition numbers 

 Recall multiplication facts up to 12 x 12 

 Have a secure understanding of related multiplication facts e.g. from 5 x 7 and place 

value knowledge, know  

         50 x 7, 50 x 70, 50 x 700. 

 Have a secure understanding of place value. 

 Add combinations of numbers mentally or using column addition. 

 Solve two step problems involving multiplication. 

 Understand multiplication to be the inverse of division. 

Key Vocabulary: 

Groups of, lots of, altogether, equals, count, repeated addition, sets of, row, column, 

multiply, times, ___ times as big as, array, bar model, number line, ten times bigger, 100 

times bigger, multiple, product, inverse. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Division: 

Children need to be able to: 
 Recall all multiplication facts and related division facts up to 12 x 12. 
 Understand place value and use this to divide and multiply by 10, 100 and 100. 
 Relate division to fractions. 

 Understand division and multiplication as the inverse. 

 Find fractions of qunatities where the numerator is 1. 
 
Key Vocabulary: 
Share, share equally, one each, two each, group, groups of, lots of, half, array, divide, 
division, fraction, inverse, remainder, quotient (the answer), divisor (number you are 
dividing by), dividend (number you are dividing into), decimal. 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Writing in Year 4 
 Throughout Year 4, the children will be writing in a variety of different genres. 

 The children will be encouraged to proof-read their own work and try to find their 

own spelling and punctuation errors. 

 The children will be encouraged to attempt to spell unfamiliar words using their 

knowledge of phonics and spelling patterns. The children will also be expected to use 

the Word Walls to spell common exception words (these are in the back of their 

English books and a copy is included in this pack). 

 The children will learn new spelling patterns and consolidate their knowledge of 

previously taught spelling patterns (a list of the spelling rules which are introduced in 

LSK2 is included in this pack). 

 In Year 4, children usually write every day. Most writing will be independent, 

sometimes we will write in small groups, sometimes all children will collaborate to 

produce a whole class piece of writing.  

 The children will write extended pieces of writing across the curriculum – in English, 

Science, Topic and RE. 

 In Year 4, children are expected to write neatly in cursive script and will be 

supported to do so. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Word Wall 3 

 

 

Word Wall 4

 

 



LKS2 (Year 3 and 4) spelling rules:

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Year 4 

 

 

 

  

 

       Working Towards the Expected Standard (WTS) 

I can use some genre specific features: Narrative.           

I can use some genre specific features: Non-Narrative.           

I can describe characters and settings.           

I can use the present perfect tense.           

I can use the 
following 
mostly 
accurately: 

   Capital Letters            

   Full Stops.           

   Commas for lists.           

   Question Marks and Exclamation Marks.   
 

       

I can use a range of co-ordinating conjunctions: 
e.g. and, or, but (FANBOYS)   

 

       

I can use a range of subordinating conjunctions: 
e.g. when, before, if, because, as, after, while (AWHITEBUS)   

 

       

I can show some correct use of inverted commas. (speech marks)           

I can use apostrophes for omission.           

I can use apostrophes for possession.           

I can spell most year 3 and 4 word wall words correctly.           

I can use legible, joined handwriting.           

 Working at the Expected Standard (EXS) 

I can use most genre specific features: Narrative.           

I can use most genre specific features: Non-Narrative.           

I can edit and improve my work.            

I can write with cohesion (it makes sense and is clear).           

I can write paragraphs around a theme.           

I can make some careful vocabulary choices.           

I can use modal verbs appropriately. (could, can, would etc)           

I can use fronted adverbials in my writing.           

I can mark the fronted adverbials with a comma.           

I can use adverbs in my writing.           

I can use a sentence of three for action.           

I can use a sentence of three for description.           

I can start some sentences with a verb.           

I can use inverted commas to set out speech accurately.           

I can use varied nouns and pronouns to avoid repetition.           

I can use the possessive apostrophes correctly with plurals.           

I can use a wider range of subordinating conjunctions: 
e.g. even though, although, unless, in order that etc (AWHITEBUS)   

 

       

I can spell 90% of the Year 3 and 4 Word Wall words.            

I can use neat, cursive, joined handwriting.           

Working at Greater Depth within the Standard (GDS) 

I can adapt my writing for different audiences and purposes.           

I can adverbs, prepositional and noun phrases for effect.           

I can make joins between my sentences.           

I can develop detail and description in my writing.           

I can use short sentences for impact.           



Reading in Year 4 
● Guided Reading is taught every morning. Throughout the year, children will read a 

range of different texts, both fiction and non-fiction, across a wide variety of genres. 

● Guided Reading is taught as whole class sessions in Year 4 but children will also have 

the opportunity to work in small groups and with adults within these sessions. 

● On Monday, the children will explore a text - sharing it, checking pronunciation of 

unfamiliar words and discussing it. 

● On Tuesday, the children will participate in activities to explore vocabulary from the 

text. 

● On Wednesday, the children will use their speedy retrieval skills to answer questions 

about the text. 

● On Thursday, the children will make inferences about the text and consider choices 

that the author has made. 

● On Friday, the children will receive a new home reader book and will begin to read 

this. Every child will read individually with a teacher or teaching assistant at least 

once a fortnight. 

● Home reading books will be sent home on a Friday and will need to be returned the 

following Tuesday. This gap will allow the books to be quarantined before being 

redistributed. Please ensure that books are returned on the correct day. 

 

Reading for pleasure 

It is really important that, as well as reading fluently and understanding texts, children 

develop a love of reading. As a school, it is going to be difficult for us to monitor reading for 

pleasure and offer the wide range of texts that we usually would due to increased health 

and safety measures. 

Unfortunately, children will not be able to bring in books from home. When your child reads 

a book for pleasure at home, please record this in their Reading Journal (the book which 

goes home with their home reader book). This will help us monitor what the children are 

reading and celebrate success. If your child particularly enjoys a book, it would be really 

lovely if you could share a photo of it on Class Dojo. This will create an opportunity for 

talking about books and will hopefully lead to children recommending books to each other. 

Please see the Reading Spine (included in this pack) for ideas of books to read for pleasure. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Weetwood Reading Spine 

Gold Award 
Please sign and date when your child 

has read a book from the spine. 

 

Headteacher’s 

Choice 
 



Question starters to use when reading with children: 

Year 4 Questions (linked to reading domains) 

2a Give/explain the meaning of words in context 

Which word in the text describes what xxx is like? 

Find and copy one/two words which describe/means?  

In the sentence the word xxx is closest in meaning to (examples given) 

Give the meaning of the word ………………..in the sentence? 

What does word/phrase mean? 

2b Retrieve and record information/identify key details from fiction and non-fiction 

Retrieval Questions:- 

What, Who, Where, When, Why?, How much/many? 

Using information from the text, decide if the following statements are true or false? 

2c Summarise main ideas from more than one paragraph 

What happened before or after something?......... 

Number the sentences below from 1 to 4 to show the order they happen in the story 

Which of the following would be the most suitable summary of the whole text/paragraph? 

2d Make inferences from the text/explain and justify inferences with evidence from the 

text 

How do you know that xxx was excited? 

How did xxx feel when …something happened? 
What impressions do you get of a setting/a person from a paragraph? 

What does a particular paragraph suggest/infer about  a person/setting? 

Why did…..something happen? Why did…someone do something? 

What evidence in the text is there that a character felt /is…..adjective ? 

2e Predict what might happen from details stated and implied 

How do you think this story will develop? 

Do you think that someone will do/act differently in the future? 

2f Identify/explain how information is related and contributes to meaning as a whole 

How does the title encourage you to read on? 

In what ways do the illustrations support the text? 

2g Identify/explain how meaning is enhanced through choice of words and phrases 

What does the word x tell you about y? 

What effect has the author created by writing a particular line this way?  The writer uses words 

like xxx. How does this make you feel? 

2h Make comparisons within the text 

Which text is better and why? Describe different character’s reactions to the same event 

In what ways are 2 characters/settings the same/different? 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



Year 4 - Sex and Relationship Education 

Growing Up and Changing 

This unit of work will be taught between November and February. The aim of this unit is to 

teach children about the physical and emotional changes associated with puberty.  

 


